ACROSS
1 Come to the __ of; assist
4 Tire groove pattern
9 Demonstrate
13 Pressed for __; running late
14 “I __ It Through the Grapevine”
15 __ beans
16 Poor box contribution
17 Reheated
19 “There __ tavern in the town…”
20 Sporting equipment
21 Unlocks
22 Charisma
24 Hurry
25 __ at; strain to see
27 Willie or Ozzie
30 Yanks
31 Go bad
33 Actress Harper, to friends
35 Bona fide
36 Characteristic
37 Group of quail
38 However
39 Wedding cake layers
40 Less adorned
41 Huey, Dewey or Louie, to Donald
43 Geometric figure
44 Blushing
45 Language heard in Cardiff
46 Acting award
49 __ plugs; engine igniters
50 Untainted
51 Belt-maker’s tool
52 Out of control
53 Actress Myrna
55 “Who __ seen the wind? Neither I nor you…”
56 Bathroom feature
57 Sheet music symbol
58 Vital artery
59 Hideous
60 Drove too fast
61 Common metal
62 Sleeping spot

DOWN
1 “What __ you?”; inquiry about health
2 Spotless
3 __ Moines
4 Obstruct; foil
5 Kingdom
6 Grey tea
7 Up in __; irate
8 __ FDR, HST, __, JFK, LBJ…
10 Bee’s home
11 Foreboding sign
12 Major conflicts
13 Mai __; colorful cocktail
18 Lacy mat under a vase
20 Declares illegal
23 Word after Bunker or Capitol
24 “If you can’t stand the __, get out…”
25 Energetic
26 Part of a royal flush
27 TV crime drama series
28 Engage in price gouging
29 __ oranges; winter fruits
31 Mr. Carey
32 Corncob
34 Stringed instrument
36 Even, as a score
37 Forbids entry to
39 “Been __, done that”
40 Defraud
42 Yakety-yakked
43 Trix or Kix
45 Spend foolishly
46 __ up; admits guilt
47 Window __; look without buying
48 Give a traffic ticket to
49 Chimney sweep’s coating
50 Untainted
52 Out of control
53 Actress Myrna
55 “Who __ seen the wind? Neither I nor you…”
56 Bathroom feature
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